
S.NO SUBJECT TOPIC

1 TELUGU

2 HINDI






3 ENGLISH

1) Vocabulary adds spice to yor expressions. The more your vocabulary, 

the flowery your expressions will be. So, during this vacation spice up 

your langualge

2) Learn minimum 15 words a day for next 15 days. Gather the new 

words in the alphabetical order starting with the letter 'A'. Write the new 

words, their meanings and usage.

4 MATEHEMATICS
Collect the information where the mathematics 

is used indialy life

5 PHYSICS

Using electric cell, connecting wires, LED's, Thermocol sheet,

1) prepare series combination & parallel combination of LED's

2) Frame number pattern displays using LED's.

6 CHEMISTRY Prepare filter paper and separate mud particles from mud water

7 BIOLOGY
Collect the pictures of various animals and segragate them into 

Herbivores, Carnivores and Omnivores.

8 SOCIAL STUDIES

Prepare a chart showing all the important Latitudes, 

Longitudes and international dateline and display 

it in your class.

SUMMER  FUNWORK SCHEDULE - SECOND WEEK
CLASS: VI



S.NO SUBJECT TOPIC

1 TELUGU

2 HINDI






3 ENGLISH

1) Newspapers are treasures of General knowledge. They update our 

knowledge daily with information from all around the world !

2) During this vacation, read newpaper daily (preferably an English Daily) 

and write one each article every day expressing your views based on the 

main article of the day.

4 MATEHEMATICS Collect the information where Geometry is used in daily life

5 PHYSICS

Using three plane mirrors strips

1) prepare kaledeo scope

2) periscope.

6 CHEMISTRY

Perform following activities 1) Change of states in Ice, 2) Observe the 

changes in Burning of magnesium Ribbon, 3) Freshly cut part of apple or 

tomato

7 BIOLOGY Prepare your diet chart for a week

8 SOCIAL STUDIES
Prepare a project on cyclones and floods and how can the people prepare 

themselves for such disasters. 

SUMMER  FUNWORK SCHEDULE - SECOND WEEK
CLASS: VII



S.NO SUBJECT TOPIC

1 TELUGU

2 HINDI 

3 ENGLISH

1) India is a land of diveersity. Its culture is flavoured with verties. 

Different kinds of food, dress, festivcals, languages, life styles etc., make 

India a miniature universe. So, explore the Diversity of our mother land 

during this vacation !

2) Gather information and write about the food habits and the stape 

food of people from different states in India.

4 MATEHEMATICS Collect the information about the usage of Maths in other subjects.

5 PHYSICS

1) Collect information of earth quakes accured in the last two decades 

prepare a chart

2) Collect the pictures of seisimograph, seisimoscope & other 

instruments that geologists used to study the changes of earth interior

6 CHEMISTRY
Prepare a chart with symbols of different recycling codes, types ofplastic 

materials on which these symbols are present

7 BIOLOGY
 Make an album of scientists and their discoveries related to 

microorganisms.

8 SOCIAL STUDIES Make a chart on the conventional symbols on maps.

SUMMER  FUNWORK SCHEDULE - SECOND WEEK

CLASS: VIII



S.NO SUBJECT TOPIC

1 TELUGU
4) K

2 HINDI 

3 ENGLISH

1) Sports and games provide us not only exercise and entertainment but also 

physical, mental and emotional fitness. We can also learn team spirit and 

leadership skills from sports and games. So, Gather information and write 

about 15 sports and games,(indoor & outdoor) its origin, rules, its specialties 

etc.

4 MATEHEMATICS Collect the information where we used the mensuration in daily life.

5 PHYSICS

Collect information and pictures if various space crafts, satellites launched by 

human being for all these years and advancements achieved by their usage 

and prepare a report.

6 CHEMISTRY 1) Prepare any atomic model with card board, thermocoal and chart

7 BIOLOGY  Prepare a model of plant cell or animal cell

8 SOCIAL STUDIES Make a thought provoking poster on the earth's protection.

SUMMER  FUNWORK SCHEDULE - SECOND WEEK

CLASS: IX


